I Will Never Not
Ever Eat A
Mushroom

By Murphy
4.4.22

Mushrooms, they have won 3
billion world records for being
the worst food!!!

Only a fool would think mushrooms smell good
the smell doesn’t go away it’s like your nostrils
are a high tech prison for mushroom smell.
Secondly the smell makes you feel sick the you
will have to wait for ever at the hospital they
will think your over reacting and Covid 19 will
make it worse. Finally the smell might make
you faint you will miss out on dinner and
starve.
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Not even a toddler would want a disgusting mushroom explode all over
them in fact almost certain because mushrooms are all oozy when you
put your fork in the mushroom it would explode and go every where do
you want that to happen to you ?
Secondly because mushrooms are so smelly they make you spew which
was mentioned before and you can’t even tell the di erence between
spew and a mushroom do you want to swallow puke?
Lastly they are so oozy you think forever about how you are going to
swallow it and the disgusting avour stays in your mouth.
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It is clear that mushrooms have no taste at all I’ll let you in on a fact did you
know that mushrooms cost $6759.65 per ve hundred grams and they have no
taste at all well one taste that’s the taste of disgustingness and I wouldn’t spend
a penny for a mushroom the size of a pea. Secondly they have no avour at all
apart from the one I mentioned before yuck why would you put it in your
cooking anyway it doesn’t look good for decoration either. Lastly the avour will
make you take longer to eat your dinner and you wont get good sleep.

In conclusion mushrooms are smelly,oozy and tasteless do
you want to waste money on such a disgusting food?

